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The new Joseph and Edythe ]achier Rare Book Room
includes open shelves, book space enclosed inside glass
doors, and additional shelf and storage space outside the
main study area. The interior is richly finished in stainless
steel, Mahon: wood and mahogany edging.

A permanent

home for
Law Schools

Rare

Books
With at least 20,000 rare
books - more than 60 of
them dating from the
dawn of printing - the
Law Library has one of
the country's enviable
collections of irreplaceable
books. And now it has a
specially designed space to
house them, the Joseph
and Edythe Jackier Rare
Book Room.

"Next to the spot where we
display the most contemporary
scholarship of our faculty, we
respect the deepest roots of
their research," Dean Jeffrey
Lehman said at dedication
ceremonies in April. The new
Rare Book Room, within the
Allan F. and Alene Smith
Addition to the library, features
a glassed-in exhibit area on
either side of the entryway,
600 sq. feet of study space that
has a leather-topped reading
table as a centerpiece and is
richly finished in stainless steel,
red-brown Makore veneers and
solid mahogany edgings, and
an additional 1200 sq. feet of
stacks and storage space in
separate rooms.

Law Library Director
Margaret Leary says completion
of the Rare Book Room means
that the library's Rare Book
Collection finally has a safe
home. About 5,000 rare books
already have been identified
and will be moved to the new
Rare Book Room from storage
space in the basement of
Hutchins Hall. Some of the
library's estimated 15,000
additional rare volumes printed
prior to 1850 also may go to
the Jackier Rare Book Room.
These books now are scattered
throughout the Law Library's
shelves.
Books produced prior to
1850, seldom printed in large
numbers, usually used a ragbased paper that deteriorates
very slowly. Their preservation
typically involves safe storage
and restricted use, as in the
Rare Book Room.

After 1850, large press runs
became common as publishers
shifted to cheap, acid-based
wood pulp paper. Although
books became more widespread, their acid-based paper
became brittle quickly and had
a short useable lifespan. Safe
storage alone cannot protect
such books. Their preservation
typically involves copying their
contents onto microfilm or a
similar medium before their
pages disintegrate.
For dedication day, Charles F.
and Edith H. Clyne Professor
of Law A.W. Brian Simpson
and Leary unveiled a special
exhibit of some of the library's
incunabula, books printed in
the infancy of printing prior to
1500. Nearby, in an effort that
reflects the ageless continuity of
legal scholarship, library staff
members keep up to date by
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Edythe]ackier stands at the entrance to the new Joseph and Edythe]ackier
Rare Book Room prior to dedication ceremonies. Law Library Director
Margaret Leary stands behind her. Dedication speakers included Dean Jeffrey
Lehman; Lawrence]ackier, son of]oseph,].D. '36, and Edythe]ackier
(president of the Theodore and Mina Bargman Foundation and of the Stanley
Imerman Memorial Foundation, and lead partner of]ackier, Gould, Bean,
Upfal, Eizelman and Goldman in Bloomfield Hills), architect Gunnar Birkerts,
a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects, designer of the new Rare Book
Room, and designer of the Allan F. and Alene Smith Addition to the law library
that houses the new rare book facility; Library Director Leary, whose expertise
helped guide design of the new room; and Milton]. (Jack) Miller.JD. '35,
a Law School friend of]oseph ]achier who graduated a year ahead of him.
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filling a wall-size display case
with the books and other
publications of current law
school faculty.
Noting that the new rare
book room lies "in the center of
a library that flickers with
screens and clicks with tapping
on keyboards," Lehman told
dedication goers that "the rare
book room that we dedicate
today embodies our institutional commitment to pursue
the course of wise change,
change that is fully engaged
with the paradox of precedent.
"Here, in this most modem,
even futuristic, of law libraries,
we make a permanent space in
which scholars may engage our
oldest and, in some ways, most
challenging, legacies."
"It could only happen
because the Jackier Family,
through the Theodore and
Mina Bargman Foundation and
the Stanley Imerman Foundation, were willing to invest in
the long-term future of legal
research," Lehman said. "Their
devotion to the Law School and
their sense of the importance of
the project will redound to the
benefit of generations of legal
scholars to come."
Josephjackier graduated
from the Law School in 1936,
after election to the Order of
the Coif and serving as an
editor of the Law Review. He
met his wife, Edythe, while he
was studying at the Law School
and she was an undergraduate
at the University of Michigan.
He died in 1987 after a
distinguished career with the
law firm of Friedman, Meyers
and Keyes.
Edythe Jackier attended the
dedication, along with one of
her and her late husband's
sons, Lawrence Jackier, lead

partner at]ackier, Gould, Bean,
Upfal, Eizelman and Goldman
in Bloomfield Hills. Lawrence
jackier also serves as president
of the Theodore and Mina
Bargman Foundation and of
the Stanley !merman Memorial
Foundation.
Like Lehman, Simpson took
note of the connection
between the ancient, rare
books, and the modem, stateof-the-art study of law that
goes on at the Law School.
He explained in the catalog
accompanying the dedicatory
exhibit: 'The invention of
printing with moveable type
had as dramatic an effect on
Western European culture as
the invention of the computer
in our own time .. . Before the
advent of printing, lawyers, like
everyone else, had to rely on
handwritten manuscripts;
indeed, long after printed law
books became commonplace
lawyers continued to make
extensive use of handwritten
texts. But the printed book
progressively supplanted the
handwritten legal text."
Among the exhibit's books
are an edition of Statham's
Abridgement dating from 149091, its first, illuminated style
letter left blank for later manual
completion and decoration by a
scribe; a Yearbook of cases from
1466, including "The Case of
the Thoms," which still is used
for teaching torts; and The

Lawes Resolutions of Womens
Rights, or the Laws Provision for
Woemen, printed in 1622 and
an example of the new ventures
in legal writing that began to
appear in the seventeenth
century.
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David Frazee, at lectern, delivers his part of the winning argument
in Henry M. Campbell Moot Court Competition, while partner
Joseph Lieber listens. At right are their opponents, Amy Burkoff,
].D. '97, and Jennifer Beyersdorf, ].D. '97. Frazee,].D. '96, also
worked on two books and served as captain of the national
champion College Bowl team during his third year of law school.

Finals barely dent race to
National College Bowl victory
With two books to his credit, and as
captain of the University of
Michigan academic competitions
team that won the 1996 College
Bowl National Championship
T oumament, David Frazee gave in
to his family's wishes and attended
his own commencement from the
U-M Law School.

His decision was a tough one: The same
day as graduation he had the opportunity
to referee his first professional soccer game
of the year - he's been a soccer referee
since he was 11, has been officiating for the
N CM since 1991 , and has been making
the calls for non-major league AAA- and
AA-style professional games since 1992.
(This fall he expects to become one of the
fewer than 100 National Referees for the
NCM.) In the end, though, his family's
wish to see him be graduated won out.
This is one of the rare times that Frazee
has made such an either-or choice. Usually,
it seems, he squeezes two activities into the
same time. He's always run as hard as a
student as he's had to run to pass the tough
physical examinations required of soccer
referees. "You can run up to seven or eight
miles in a top college or professional
game ," he says in what could be a metaphor for his law school years.

Between law school classes and Monday
evening academic competition practices,
Frazee has been working on two books for
Clark, Boardman, Callaghan of New York.
One is Violence Against Women: Law and
Practice, which he edited and co-authored
with Ann Noel, Counsel for the California
Fair Employment Housing Commission.
Frazee, a specialist in civil rights law, calls
the book "a treatise and litigation practice
guide for the Violence Against Women Act
of 1994," which he ranks with the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Americans with
Disabilities Act as one of the "major
changes in federal civil rights law in the last
century." The book, out this year, is the
first practice guide for the 1994 law (an
excerpt appears on page 7) .
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The other book is his second update of
Carol Lefcourt's decade-old classic, Women
and the Law, which includes a chapter
by U-M Professor of Law Catharine
MacKinnon. The update, co-authored with
Mary Dunlap, founder of the California law
firm Equal Rights Advocates and a visiting
professor at the Law School in 1994,
"covers everything from Title IX suits for
sexual harassment in schools to Eighth
Amendment suits for women prisoners to
more traditional subjects like employment
discrimination," Frazee says. The first
update appeared last year; the second
revision will appear this fall.
In addition, the summer after his first
year of law school he worked for Chief
Judge Thelton Henderson of the Northern
District of California; he was an associate
editor and contributing editor of Michigan
Law Review; and during his last year of law
school he and partner Joseph Lieber won
the Henry M. Campbell Moot Court
competition. Frazee also has won a Dean's
Scholarship and the West Publishing
Award while at the Law School.
In 1995, Frazee also was captain of the
University of Michigan's College Bowl
team, which placed third in the nation.
Earlier, while an undergraduate at Stanford
University, he played bassoon and contrabassoon in the Stanford Symphony, spent a
year at the Free University-Berlin on an
exchange scholarship, and was part of the
second place team in the College Bowl
National Championship Tournament in
1992. He graduated from Stanford with
honors and with distinction in 1993.
"A prodigy," Professor of Law Peter K.
Westen calls Frazee.
'Tm dazzled by his talents - he did
very well in my class - but I'm basing this
more on what I've come to know of his
work outside of class," says Westen, the
Frank G. Millard Professor of Law, who
taught Frazee criminal law and American
Indian law. "From an academic standpoint,
I think the most remarkable thing about
him is that he took on organizing an
anthology of essays by people who are all
his seniors, all professors and practicing
civil rights lawyers, to create the first book
on the Violence Against Women Act."
6
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Frazee never slacked in his pace this
year, even as final examinations and
commencement approached. The weekend
before finals began he and his Michigan
Academic Competitions team were off to
the University of Tennessee for the
Academic Competitions Foundation (ACF)
national championship - Michigan placed
10th. The following weekend, he and his
four-student team won the national
College Bowl championship by beating
arch-rival University of Virginia in an atthe-buzzer finish.
Virginia toppled Michigan for the
national championship in 1993 by
winning on the last question as time
expired. This time, however, it was
Michigan's tum to beat the buzzer.
Michigan easily won the first game of the
best-of-three championship series, while
Virginia made a dramatic comeback to win
the second by five points as time expired.
After trading leads throughout the third
game, Virginia made a late push and held a
25-point lead with half a minute left.
Michigan correctly answered the tossup
question about film director Franco
Zefferelli to pull within 15 points of
Virginia. Frazee and his team had one last
chance at victory.

David Ike Frazee, shown with his wife, Annie
Ros kin, took time out for commencement
ceremonies. Even this was a tough choice:
the same day he had the chance to referee his
first professional soccer game of the year.

For 25 points: Its two biggest deals so
far in the 1990s have been the acquisition
of Motel 6 and Borden's. Those multibillion dollar deals pale in comparison
with its leveraged buyouts of the 1980s,
capped by the $30.6 billion deal for RJR
Nabisco. For 25 points, name this takeover
specialist.
KKR, Frazee answered as the final
buzzer sounded like Michigan's victory
bell. Kohlberg, Kravis, Roberts and Co.
Final score: Michigan 260, Virginia 250.
Frazee, who plans to specialize in civil
rights law, found some irony in winning by
answering a question about corporate
takeovers. "There actually was a question
about the Age Discrimination in Employment Act in the finals, but it was earlier in
the game. If only that could have been the
winning question."
Earlier, after Michigan had dropped
three preliminary competitions, the victory
had seemed a long shot. Michigan had to
win its last seven games to qualify for the
finals.
"It's like losing the first three games of
the World Series," Frazee says. "You have
to win the next four. Effectively, we did
that. What makes this more amazing is that
we ended up wining the round-robin by
going 12-3. Virginia finished second by
going 11-4."
Frazee, a veteran of College Bowl-style
competitions, says the weekly practices
and frequent tournaments were hard on
his academics, but the result was worth the
effort. During the past academic year he
and his team also competed in tournaments at the University of Wisconsin,
Boston University, and Emory,
Georgetown, and Western Michigan
universities.
Early this year, Frazee's Michigan
team toppled Harvard and the University
of Maryland to win the University of
Pennsylvania Tournament, which he says
is "always the biggest and most competitive
intercollegiate tournament in the country."
The tournament is the first leg of academic
competitions' "Triple Crown," he says.
"In the semifinals, Michigan played
Harvard, the school that by wide margins
had won the last two National Champion-

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN MUST BE
"GENDER BASED" AND A "CRIME OF VIOLENCE"
-

ship Tournaments, had won every major
tournament for the last year, and was
favored to win all three national titles in
1996," he says. "Harvard jumped out to a
quick 80-point lead, but Michigan scored
the next 250 points. The final score was
Michigan 390 - Harvard 195. In the final,
Michigan defeated Maryland 400-280 to
win its first major national championship
tournament in school history."
By winning the College Bowl Nationals
and the Pennsylvania tournament,
Michigan becomes only the third school along with Harvard and the University of
Chicago - to win two of the three "Triple
Crown" tournaments in one season. No
school ever has won all three.
Questions in the academic competitions
can relate to any subject, and academic
fields get heavy emphasis. ACF competitions are more specialized and emphasize
classical learning.
"It's awe-inspiring sometimes, and it's a
lot of fun," Frazee says of the competitions.
"It's always fun to be good at something,
and it's fun to see other people be good at
something."
This summer Frazee began work as a
clerk for judge]. Dixon Phillips of the
Federal Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit,
at Chapel Hill, NC. Frazee notes with a
smile that Phillips' daughter played on the
soccer team that won the first NCAA
women's soccer championship in 1982.
At Chapel Hill, Frazee says happily, the
soccer season is much longer than at
Michigan and he will be refereeing college
and national professional games and
working on the six-month release for his
Violence Against Women treatise. "It never
ends," he says.
In fact, it may be just beginning. Frazee
and his wife, Annie Raskin, are expecting
their first child this fall.

~

BY DAVID FRAZEE, J.D. '96

Copyright 1996 by Clark Boardman Callaghan,
375 Hudson Street, New Yorlz, NY 10014. Reprinted
from Violence Against Women: Law and Practice.
Ordering information: (800) 221-9428.
The Violence Against Women Act 0/AWA) contains two requirements for a Title III civil
rights cause of action. These two requirements are briefly summarized below.
The first requirement that VAWA plaintiffs must meet for a Title III cause of action is that
what occurred to them was a "crime of violence." "Crime of violence" refers to felonies that fall
within the definition of"crime of violence" under 18 U.S.C. section 16. A VAWA plaintiff may
demonstrate that a "crime of violence" occurred by three independent methods:
• the offense that the defendant committed contained as an element the use, attempted use,
or threatened use of physical force against the person or property of another; or
• the nature of the offense itself involved a substantial risk that physical force against the
person or property of another may be used in the course of committing the offense, whether or
not actual force was used by the defendant; or
• the defendant actually used, attempted to use, or threatened to use physical force while
committing the offense.
The second requirement that VAWA plaintiffs must meet under Title llI is that what
occurred to them was "motivated by gender." The VAWA defines a "crime of violence motivated
by gender" as a crime of violence "committed because of gender or on the basis of gender, and
due, at least in part, to an animus based on the victim's gender."
The language "motivated by gender" was not formally defined until the first version of S.15
was introduced. This version of the VAWA added the terms "because of gender or on the basis
of gender." This formulation abandoned the Senate judiciary Committee's earlier exclusive
reliance on the Reconstruction civil rights statutes for substantive guidance, and explicity
borrowed from Title VIL The Committee Report makes clear that the Violence Against Women
Act's definition of gender-motivation is based on Title VII's prohibition in sex based discrimination:

The definition of gender-motivated crime is based onTitle VII, which prohibits discrimination in
employment ''because ... of sex." Hence, Title III defines crimes motivated by gender to be crimes
committed "because . . . of gender." The phraseology "motivated by," ''because of," "on the basis of," or
"based on" sex or gender is used interchangeably in case law discussion of Title VII. This body of case
law will provide substantial guidance to the t1ier offact in assessing whether the requisite discrimination
was present.
To determine whether the "requisite discrimination" is present in VAWA cases, courts will
need to follow Title VII sexual harassment and employment discrimination caselaw. One Title
VII model of proof, however, is inappropriate for the VAWA: the disparate impact framework.
Because of the "any part" animus standard, mere statistical impact alone cannot suffice to
establish gender motivation under the VAWA, though it may provide persuasive circumstantial
evidence. The VAWA only covers what under Title VII would be termed "intentional discrimination."
However, the bottom line is the same for VAWA cases as it is for Title VII sexual harassment
and employment discrimination cases: 'Judges and juries will determine 'motivation' from the
'totality of circumstances' surrounding the event." Since the circumstances of violent felonies
vary widely, courts must anticipate that plaintiffs will attempt to prove gender motivation in a
wide variety of ways. Proof of gender motivation is inherently difficult. Especially in early
litigation, courts should permit great leeway to attorneys.
As with all new laws, after years of litigation certain distinct classes of cases will develop,
each with its own unique problems and structures of proof. Until appellate courts establish
these broad classes of cases, attorneys and judges must remember that Congress enacted the
VAWA to respond to the reality of gender-motivated violence. While analogies to other areas of
law, such as race-based violence, might prove useful, the analogies might not work perfectly.
Race-based violence, for example, may differ from gender-motivated violence in a variety of
ways. Similarly gender-based employment discrimination might vary in important ways from
gender-based violence in the home. Each plaintiff must prove that what happened to her was
based on her gender, which involves comparison >vith the empirical reality of gender-motivated
violence.
The reference point for all litigation must be the reality of gender-motivated violence. If
courts are inflexible and demand that plaintiffs prove that gender-motivated violence resemble
stereotypes of gender-motivated violence instead of the reality of the violence, or that it resemble
other forms of violence, such as race-based violence, then the VAWA remedy will prove empty.
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Kellogg fellows
lead wave of

childreni law
specialists
Law student Carl Soto, a Navy veteran,
says he grew up in a rough neighborhood
of New York City where being a youngster
meant being tough and honing your
survival skills. "There were a lot of fractured families, alcoholism, drugs," he says.
"I was fortunate. I had a stable family life,
and professionals encouraged me."
That encouragement has convinced him
that his future career lies in helping
children. So after finishing his first year of
law school last spring he launched right
into his summer as a Kellogg Child Law
Fellow with the Child and Family Services
Division of Montana's Department of
Public Health and Human Services in
Helena. He had worked in Montana before,
as a Spanish translator for the U.S. District
Court in Missoula, before coming to
Michigan to attend the Law School.
'This is such an ideal way for me to give
back," he says of his summer as a Kellogg
Fellow and his eventual career as a
children's law specialist. "When I was
working as a translator, I was dealing with
the end results. Those kids were going to
jail. Their lives were about set."
He hopes that as a children's law
specialist he can tum around some kids
before they reach such an end. "I feel that
if I can affect two kids, over and above my
own kids, I think I'll have succeeded,"
says Soto, whose daughters are five and
six years old.
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The other three Kellogg Fellows from
Michigan share similar dedication: Elleanor
Chin, assigned to Michigan Law School's
Child Advocacy Law Clinic, notes the
"potential for change" of such work; Laura
Mate, a veteran of the Teach for America
program assigned to the Seattle public
defender's office for the summer, talks of
the "interconnection" between education
and juvenile issues; and Kristen Schutjer,
also assigned to Seattle, to the Society of
Counsel Representing Accused Persons
(SCRAP), calls the fellowship "a really
thorough, comprehensive approach to
children's issues."
These four Michigan Law School
students, all of whom went into the
Kellogg fellowship after their first year as
law students, in many ways are typical of
the 21 Fellows who fanned out across the
United States last summer. Each already
had worked with children - Chin, for
example, had worked for two years as a
children's mental health case manager in
Detroit; Mate, a Minnesotan, had interned
with the Hennepin County Attorney's
Community and Family Services Division;
and Schutjer had worked at a battered
women's shelter and residential treatment
center for emotionally disturbed children
- and all share Kellogg Foundation
officials' concern that children often are
underserved by the law, underrepresented
in the courts, and often wait too long for
legal wheels to tum.
Clinical Law Professor Donald
Duquette, who also directs the Law
School's Child Advocacy Law Clinic,
couldn't be more pleased with such
outlooks and experience among the
Kellogg Fellows. Half-way through his
administration of the W.K Kellogg
Foundation's three-year, $1.5 million grant
for the Families for Kids Initiative, he sees
progress in each part of the far-reaching
program to shorten decision-making time
in children's cases and to improve the

decisions that are made. "Our overall
strategy is to enhance the legal profession
and the legal institutions as they deal with
children in foster care or facing foster care,"
he says.
Summer Fellows learn firsthand of the
children's law field, return to school, and
hopefully take jobs in children's law after
graduation. They do their summer work at
the 11 sites that the Kellogg Foundation
has identified for its Families for Kids
Initiative - in Arizona, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana,
New York City, North Carolina, Ohio,
South Carolina and Washington State.
In addition, the Families for Kids
Initiative supports Advanced Kellogg
Fellows, professionals who already are
working in children's law who come to
Michigan Law School for a semester and
then continue part-time child welfare law
reform efforts after returning to their jobs.
Like the summer Fellows, the Advanced
Kellogg Fellows enlarge the network that
helps children's law colleagues find jobs
and professional support. They also can
directly aid the operation and advance the
goals of the Families for Kids Initiative.
For example, Dennis Ichikawa of SCRAP in
Seattle, an Advanced Kellogg Fellow last
year, supervised Summer Fellow Kristen
Schutjer this summer. Another former
Advanced Fellow, Julian D. Pinkham of
Washington State, a Yakama Nation
children's court judge, has developed a
uniform children's code as a model to
replace the separate codes used by
different American Indian nations. Judge
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Pinkham's work has been very well
received. Preliminary talks with Indian
leadership in Washington and Montana to
implement the uniform code in Montana
began last June.
In other pans of the Families for Kids
Initiative:
• Duquette is helping to establish child
advocacy law clinics in law schools at the
Kellogg sites. The University of South
Carolina already has established such a
program, he reported last summer, and the
universities of Arizona - where former
Law School Professor Joel Seligman now is
law school dean - and Washington
should begin their child advocacy law
clinics soon. Mississippi has a child
advocacy law clinic in the planning stage.
• In the legal reform arena, Duquette
says, South Carolina leaders brought
together legal and political leaders for two
days of discussions that led to an agenda
for legal reform that participants from the
state legislature vowed to support. A child

welfare legal reform package passed the
South Carolina legislature last June.
• Creation of the Child Welfare Law
Resource Center at the Law School already
has produced one training conference at
Michigan for judges and attorneys who
work in children's law. The Child Welfare
Law Conference, May 28-30, and the Child
Welfare Law Summer Fellowship Training,
May 30-June 1, joined forces for a session
to examine children's law issues from the
consumer's point of view.
Says Duquette: "Our strategy is that we
want to affect the indiviquals who will in
tum affect the institutions. . . One of the
basic difficulties is that there's not a career
ladder in children's law. It's a field that's in
an embryonic state . . .
"We'll know in another 12 months how
many people in the first class [of Kellogg
Fellows] have taken jobs in children's law.
That's one of our measures of success, that
they go from this rung in the career ladder
to another. "

"Our strategy is that we want to
affect the individuals who will in
turn affect the institutions . ..
One of the basic difficulties is that
there's not a career ladder in
children's law. It's a field that's in
an embryonic state . ..
-

DONALD DUQUETTE

Law School students/Kellogg Summer Fellows Elleanor Chin,
Carl Soto, Kristen Schutjer and Laura Mate share a break
· during their two-day training program in May before heading
out for their summer placements.
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Dores McCree
retires
Dores Barker McCrary McCree,
75, retired in June from her
position as student services
associate. It is unlikely, however,
that she will ever relinquish her
niche as the school's "resident
angel" and "radiant guide," just
two of the honorifics awarded to
her by students and colleagues.

Dares McCree
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"I've just been another resource at the
Law School," she says quietly. "I've learned
to listen and sometimes to direct students
to help. It's been a fun time and I've been
blessed really."
Everyone else who has ever encountered her at the Law School believes the
blessings have been theirs. A valued and
trusted counselor; a sideline career as a job
placement advisor seamlessly sandwiched
into her working days; a calm, intelligent,
kind voice in times of trouble and times of
celebration - McCree has given her best
self to the school and the word irreplaceable is that often linked with her name.
One of six children, she was born in
rural Georgia and moved to Detroit at the
age of three. She graduated from Ecorse
High School and then-Wayne University,
class of '42 . McCree went on to receive a
degree in library science from the Simmons
College School of Library Science in Boston
and to take post-graduate courses in library
science at Columbia University.
A member of the staff since 1988,
McCree really began her work for the Law
School in 1981 when she moved to Ann
Arbor with her husband Wade Hampton
McCree,Jr., former Solicitor General and
federal judge, who was appointed as a
professor of law. "He loved teaching,"
she says of him. "But it was a surprise to
me that he had made this agreement with
Terry (Sandalow, then dean) to come
to Michigan."
An accomplished and admired teacher
for six years, he died in August of 1987.
They had been married for 41 years and
she had been his support throughout his
legal career. At the Committee of Visitors
meeting that fall, then Dean Lee Bollinger
asked her to begin working at the Law
School. "But I was reluctant to come I didn't know what I could contribute. "
A mystifying sentiment in light of her
extraordinary character and unique talents.
In spring of the following year, yet
another former dean, Ted St. Antoine, was
more direct in telling McCree that there
was something quite useful she could do
and that was to counsel students, including
students of color. And so she began a new
career at the age of 67. Helping students

struggle through personal problems, using
her extensive connections to help students
find jobs and judicial clerkships, applying
what she respectfully but smilingly calls
"verbal valium."
McCree has had other careers. There are
her life roles as wife and mother. She and
Wade raised a family of three, daughters
Kathleen (McCree Lewis '73) and Karen
and son Wade. She was head librarian of
two major hospital libraries in Wayne
County and was a research technician in
anesthesiology at the Massachusetts
General Hospital. She was also a reference
librarian in the Detroit Public Library, in
the U-M Graduate Extension Library in
Detroit, and at the Federal Trade Commission Library in Washington, D.C. She has
served on many professional and civic
boards, is a founding member of the
Michigan Opera Theatre and holds a life
membership in the NAACP.
And she has plans for a full future . She
will help her son work on a campaign for a
Detroit judgeship (36th District Court).
She will use her library skills to do more
archives work, in this case in her basement, appropriately sorting and assigning
Judge McCree's long legacy of writings.
She plans to work on a collection of his
nonlegal writings - mostly sonnets and
limericks - with hopes of publishing
them. All the opera she can indulge in is
high on her to do list, too.
McCree also has unfinished business at
the Law School. She serves on the committee searching for her successor. And she
finds herself facing some of the same
challenges everyone is facing in a year
marked by racial incidents and heightened
focus on racial issues. "I have been extremely saddened to find a lot of things still
going on that I thought we had put behind
us." Saddened, she clarifies, but not slowed
in her personal determination to see the
Law School be a place where all members
of the community are welcomed and
respected. "What I have done is miniscule
compared to what remains to be done by
other people," she says.
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It is for being her best and calling on
others to be the same that she will long be
remembered here. Multiple scrapbooks
and decorated binders have been produced
with notes and letters of personal
reminscence and thanks. The voices of
students and colleagues chorus deep
appreciation for McCree's gifts of wisdom
and inspiration.
One of hundreds of such expressions,
from the dedication of the inaugural issue
of the Michigan journal of Race & Law, is
representative. "Mrs. McCree has been a
determined advocate, skilled teacher,
compassionate mediator, gifted guide,
insightful advisor, caring counselor, and a
tremendous ally. What makes Dares
McCree's efforts all the more notable is that
she herself would not at all consider her
deeds unusual or extraordinary. Indeed,
this dedication will likely cause her some
embarrassment because she seeks no
adulation or awards; she simply did what
she felt was right. This is why no number
of superlatives can adequately describe her,
nor any amount of praise sufficiently
express our gratitude for this truly remarkable woman."

Law School launches
externships in South Africa
Nine law students are spending the fall
semester in South Africa working as
extems in a variety of government and
private agencies under a new program
coordinated by David L. Chambers, Wade
H. McCree,Jr., Collegiate Professor of Law.
Four students, Beverly Blank, Robyn
Fass, Bryan Geon, and Emily McCarthy,
are working for the human rights organization Lawyers for Human Rights; two,
Lauren Frances and Jason Levian, are with
the Johannesburg law firm of Nichols &
Cambanis; Jacqueline Payne is working
with former Law School graduate student
Firoz Cachalia, a member of the Gauteng
provincial legislature in Johannesburg; Ben
Cohen is clerking for supreme court Judge
Dwin Cameron and working at the AIDS
Law Project at the Centre for Applied Legal
Studies at the University of Witwatersrand;
and Ronnetta Fagan is with the law firm
Moseneke Partners, the largest black law
firm in South Africa.

HonoreeDores McCree was honoree for the
reception at the Eighteenth Annual
Alden]. "Butch" Carpenter Memorial
Scholarship Banquet reception in
April. Theodore M. Shaw, on leave
from the Law School to serve as
associate director-counsel for the
NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, was keynote
speaker. At the reception, it was
announced that the Black Law
Students Allliance and Michigan
Black Law Alumni Society had raised
nearly $50,000 to complete funding
for the Wade H. McCree]r. Collegiate
Professorship in honor of Do res
McCree's late husband.

Each student will also do an independent research project as part of the
externship.
"I plan to return to South Africa for
about three weeks in November, during
which I will visit with each of the students
at their place of work," says Chambers. "All
nine of the students will spend at least part
of their time working in the Johannesburg
area, and during the time I am there, we
will gather for a series of seminars."
Chambers hopes that by placing
students in a wide variety of settings the
Law School can learn what works best for
students and develop regular links to
South Africa for the future .
Michael A Heller, an assistant professor
of law, says the South African program
broadens students' legal perspectives and
offers them opportunities for a sense of
hands-on accomplishment.
"International externships are a wonderful way to have students learn of other
paths in the law beyond our borders," says
Heller, organizer of this fall's International
Law Workshop. "By working in South
Africa, the students have the opportunity
to use their legal skills in helping South
Africa make the transition to democracy."
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Best lawyers have lives filled
with family, friends: Ramo
The welfare of children The Hon. Connie Binsfeld, above left, Lt. Governor of Michigan, and the
Hon. Elizabeth Weaver, above right, a justice of the Michigan Supreme Court,
addressed the Michigan Child Welfare Law Resource Center conference on
child welfare held in May. Binsfeld, speaking on "Children's justice in
Michigan," told the participating judges and attorneys that "we should not be
focusing attention on the parent. We should instead protect the child."
She added: "We must save them, because if we don't save them now, we will
lock them up later" and "A beaten and battered wife would never be sent back
to her abusive husband, but some defenseless children are ordered to return to
parents who have beaten and abused them." Weaver, chairman of the
Governor's Task Force on Children's justice, outlined six demonstration
projects that the Supreme Court proposed last year and said that good court
reform demands that each county retain its own judge and that flexibility be
retained on the local level so that expertise in the field can be kept available.
"I believe that all trial judges should be paid the same," she said. The
conference was an activity of the Child Welfare Law Resource Center,
established at the Law School through a three-year $1.5 million grant from
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation for its Families for Kids Initiative.
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Be careful.
Practicing law can become
such an all-consuming
career that you cut off the
other parts of living family, friends, spouse,
children - the parts of
life that will make you a
better lawyer if you make
time for them.
However, the
profession also is filled
with heroes, lawyers who
do good for their country
and their community and
people who live full lives
rich with service.

That was American Bar
Association President Roberta
Cooper Ramo's warning and
promise to the law school's 342
graduates in May. The ABA's
first woman president, Ramo
also was the first woman to
become president of the
University of New Mexico
Board of Regents during her
six-year service on that board.
A partner in New Mexico's
largest law firm, Modrall,
Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk,
she received the Governor's
Distinguished Public Service
Award for community service
in New Mexico in 1993. She
also is a member of the
Executive Committee of the
Albuquerque Commmunity

BRIEFS
"It takes both a razor sharp
intellect and a compassionate heart
to be an effective lawyer."
-ROBERTA COOPER RAMO,
ABA PRESIDENT

Left: Commencement speaker
Roberta Cooper Ramo, president
of the American Bar Association,
addresses nearly 350 graduates and
their families and friends. Remember
your family and friends when you
practice law, Ramo urged. "You will
be afar better lawyer if you live a
full and complete life."

Foundation and has served as
president of the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra Board.
In a commencement that
saw many faculty, graduates
and audience members wearing
silver ribbons to show their
support for diversity at the
Law School, Ramo stressed the
human side of legal practice in
her Senior Day talk at Hill
Auditorium.
"It turns out that some part
of you is with the client every
moment of every day," she
said. "And it comes to you at
some point that a real live
person is putting their full faith
in you.
"And during these moments
it is too easy to forget that you
also have a wife, husband,
children. You will be a far
better lawyer if you live a full
and complete life."

Lawyers often are heroes,
although they also often do not
get credit for their heroism,
Ramo said. She listed six
attorneys who, in her opinion,
stand for the best in the legal
profession:
•Nan Nolan, a criminal
defense attorney in Chicago who
spent three years to prove the
wrongful convinction of a man
on death row. Because of Nolan,
"today Rolando Cruz walks free
with his family," Ramo said.
• Carolyn Lamm, an
international law specialist and
the mother of two children,
who heads the ABA's Federal
Judiciary Committee and has
been elected president of the
Washington, D.C., bar
association.
• Fred Kuperberg, a lawyer
for The Walt Disney Co. who
negotiates many of the firm's
biggest contracts, but also
spends alternating Wednesday

Above: James Mitzelfe1d, former Detroit
News reporter who received a Pulitzer
Prize after enrolling at the Law School,
accepts graduation congratulations
from Dean Lehman.
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The private face of integrity calls for lawyers
to speak only what they truly believe, in good faith,
even in their roles as advocates.

S

-

afternoons doing legal aid
work.
•Dennis Archer, the mayor
of Detroit, who gave up a law
partnership and his seat on the
Michigan Supreme Court
"because he wanted to make
sure his city, his Detroit, is
again one of the glowing jewels
among American cities."
•John Bush, a member of
the ABA Board of Governors,
who agreed to take on the case
of a West Virginia woman who
was sentenced to life imprisonment for killing the husband
who had been abusing her for
15 years.
• Ramo's law partner
Art Melendres, who, although
a busy litigation lawyer, took
his children to school daily
until they were able to drive
themselves.
Ramo also had some tips for
young lawyers to become
ranked among the best of
American practitioners:
• "Your integrity must be
beyond question ... We have a
special privilege because we
have a special responsibility."
• You must have courage ...
including the courage to tell
clients what you will not do."
• "Recognize that what
makes American lawyers
unique is their duty to be active
in their community... We
want lawyers in our legislatures, in our Congress, in our
churches and synagogues and
as volunteers in our schools .. .
We lawyers are the foot soldiers
of American democracy."
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• "It takes both a razor sharp
intellect and a compassionate
heart to be an effective lawyer."
Allison Lowery, president
of the Law School Student
Senate, noted that the class of
1996 launched three new
publications (Journal of

Race and Gender, Michigan
Telecommunications and
Technology Law Review and
Michigan Law and Policy
Review), and was a strong
supporter of clinical education
for law students. "In the best
sense we have truly learned to
think like lawyers," she said.
Lowery drew enthusiastic
applause when she thanked
Dores McCree for the "wisdom,
humor and unfailing support
that encouraged us to work
for what we truly believe."
McCree, whose official title of
student services associate does
little to reflect the affection she
has gained from students,
faculty and staff at the Law
School, retired at the end of
June. (See story, page 10).
Lowery also noted what
tremendous help students
have given to each other during
their law school years. "Please
remain available to one
another," she urged.
Dean Jeffrey Lehman,
speaking to graduates as they
prepare "to embark on lives of
service to a society that
desperately needs you,"
foreshadowed Ramo's talk by
encouraging graduates to
imbue their practice with
integrity.
Lehman emphasized that
integrity has both a "public
face" and a "private face ." With
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respect to the public side, the
Dean suggested that graduates
read William Sullivan's Work
and Integrity, in which "Sullivan
argues that professional integrity
challenges us to act in ways
that may inspire the society
at large."
The private face of integrity,
said Lehman, calls for lawyers

DEAN JEFFREY LEHMAN

to speak only what they truly
believe, in good faith, even in
their roles as advocates. On
this point he urged the new
graduates to read from Newton's
Sleep, by Professor Joseph
Vining. In developing the
argument, Vining observes,
"Unbelieved, judged to be
unbelieved, a word or phrase
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Not just desserts Senior Celebration both was a chance
for graduating Law School students to
get a free dinner and dessert - like
Christina Chung and Emily Hough,
left, picking up their dessert cake and to get acquainted with alumni
practicing in the areas where they are
headed to work. Below, Rochelle
Alpert, ].D. '75, of Morrison and
Foerster in San Francisco, chats with
graduating students Rob Lash and
john Hutt. Each graduating student
received a list of Law School alumni
in the area in which he or she plans
to work.

withers as if its roots had been
cut."
Typically, Lehman also
leavened his remarks with
humor, downplaying the
importance of final grades to
commencement and upgrading
the Lawyers' Club cuisine
beyond what most diners
remember.
~

,.

Say ch·e·e·e-se Dean Jeffrey Lehman relays messages
to Law School graduates arrayed
across the front of the Law Library
reading room while Frank Talbot,
atop the ladder, photographs them
during Senior Celebration in May.
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add spice, focus
to Law School's academic year
Part of the spice of academic life
at the University of Michigan Law
School is made up of the
conferences, symposiums and
visits by special lecturers that
pepper the calendar.
The schedule for the 1996-97
academic year will be no different,
with special programs scheduled
on subjects like international law,
race theory, landmines, equal
access to civil justice, Latino
voices in the debate on race,
Constitutional jurisprudence, and
the legal profession itself.
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Pierre-Marie Dupuy, of the University
of Paris, will open the International Law
Workshop's series of 10 lectures on
Sept. 17 by discussing "International Law
on Protection of the Environment."
Billed as "Hot Topics in International
Law," the International Law Workshop
lectures continue through November.
Lectures begin at 4 p.m., last for about
30 minutes, and are followed by question/
answer discussion periods. Among other
speakers in the series are:
• Yozo Yokota, of the University of
Tokyo Faculty of Law, "Economic Development and Human Rights - A Challenge
to International Law," Sept. 24;
• Trevor Hartley of the London School
of Economics and Political Science,
Department of Law (University of London), 'judicial Activism and the European
Court of justice," Oct. l;
• Richard Lauwaars, formerly of the
Europa Institute at the University of
Amsterdam in The Netherlands, 'The
Inter-Governmental Conference: Revision
of the Maastricht Treaty on European
Union," Oct. 8;
• Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann, of the
Institute of European and International
Economic Law at the University of St.
Gallen in Switzerland, "Constitutionalism,
International Law and International
Organizations," Oct. 15;
• Guillermo Aguilar Alvarez, the
Mexican government's principal legal
counsel during the NAFTA, G-3, Costa
Rica and Bolivia free trade agrement
negotiations and now a partner in SAI, a
Mexico City firm consulting in law and
economics, "Regionalism and Multilateralism in International Trade," Oct. 22;
• Markus G. Schmidt of the United
Nations Office at Geneva, Centre for
Human Rights, "Protection or Prevention?
Dealing (effectively) With Human Rights
Violations in U.N. Fora," Nov. 5 .
Other talks in the series are scheduled
for Oct. 29, Nov. 12 and Nov. 19.

The series "provides a forum for students
to be exposed to current issues and debates
on international issues," says Assistant
Professor of Law Michael A Heller, the
workshop's organizer. Each program
includes a 30-minute talk followed by
questions and discussion.
The non-credit series, open to all
faculty, students, and others who are
interested in international issues, is
designed for non-specialists, according to
Heller. First year law students will find the
talks valuable for showing them how
international scholars work and think,
Heller says.
For more information on the
International Law Workshop, call
313 .763.1247, fax 313 .764.8309, or
e-mail gristow@umich.edu.
In the area of conferences and symposia, there will be something to pique any
interest. Among conferences/symposia
proposed for this academic year, two focus
on racial and ethnic issues, one is a sequel
to the highly successful conference on
sustainable development held last spring
and one tackles questions posed by the
increasingly electronically "networked"
world. Here are the conferences, based on
sponsors' proposals, and the schedule as
available at deadline time:

Latino Voices: Moving
America Beyond the Black and
White Binary, Oct. 11-12.
Latinos are expected to make up 25
percent of the U.S. population in the next
century, but "discussions concerning race
often gravitate toward a black and white
binary, effectively silencing the voices of
Latinos who also suffer from discrimination, disproportionate political and
educational representation, and harmful
stereotypes," says the Latino Law Students
Association (LLSA), proposer of the
conference.
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Sustainable development and
the developing world -

University of

M·1chigan Law School

Left: Richard jolly, right, special adviser
to the administrator of the United Nations
Development Program and editor of
Human Development Report, makes a
point during the International Symposium
on Third World Development presented in
March by the Law School and the
Michigan Law and Development Society.
Also shown are, from left, Kamal Ahmad,
3L, of the Michigan Law and Development Society, and Mark Malloch Brown,
vice president of the World Bank. The
three-day symposium, called "Making
Development Work Without Forgetting
the Poor: Rethinking Our Common
Future," dealt with issues such as the
functions of microenterp1ises,
development and social movements, the
effect on the poor of constitutional
promises, electoral politics, development
institutions and liberal education,
American examples of grassroots
economic empowerment and issues in
Chiapas, Mexico . Below, Petrona de la
Cruz Cruz, of Chiapas, reads Mayan
poetry at the Law Library reading room
during the Saturday evening program
called "Songs of Struggle, Songs of Peace:
An Evening of Poetry."

"By focusing on topics such as education, business and the community,
immigration, language rights, political
access, gender issues, and media perception, participants will explore the role of
Latinos in the landscape of America's
future," LLSA says.
The conference also will commemorate
the twentieth anniversary of the death of
Juan Luis Tienda, a University of Michigan
law student who died in an automobile
accident in 1976 shortly after beginning
his third year of law school. Each year
scholarships in Tienda's name are given to
Law School students "who mirror Mr.
Tienda's commitment to service." Tienda,
who won the Army Commendation Medal
during his military service prior to attending the Law School, served as president of
LLSA, then known as La Raza Law Students Association. He helped recruit
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minority applicants, regularly visited
inmates at Milan Federal Correction Center
near Ann Arbor, and, during his summers
away from law school, worked at the
Michigan Migrant Legal Assistance Project.
For more information contact
the Latino Law Students Association,
313.763.0285.

• Symposium on the Legal
Profession, Oct. 18.
Professor David Chambers will keynote
the conference. He will discuss his 15-yearlong research project on lawyer placement
and job satisfaction. The conference will
coincide with the fall meeting of the
Committee of Visitors.
For more information call 313. 763.2211.

• Asian Pacific Americans and
Critical Race Theory, Oct. 26.
A conference to "enrich current intellectual debates on race," says the organizer,
the Asian Pacific American Law Students
Association (APALSA). "Racialization of
ethnicity has, for example, packed all Asian
ethnic groups into the race-based category
of 'Asian American/Pacific Islander,'
regardless of whether a particular indi-

vidual was a sixth-generation Japanese
American, a professional who emigrated
from Korea during the post-Korean War
'brain drain,' or a member of a politically
persecuted ethnic sub-group from Cambodia," says APALSA.
The conference will "enrich the race
debate by expanding beyond the blackwhite dichotomy to deal with other racial
and ethnic groups," APALSA says.
For more information contact the Asian
Pacific American Law Students Association,
313.763.7584.

• Mediation Workshop/
Conference, Nov. 15-17.
Phyllis N. Segal, chairperson of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority, will
conduct this interactive workshop based
on an hypothetical labor law problem.
The conference is sponsored by the Law
School's Office of Public Service. President
Clinton named Segal to her post in 1994.
A University of Michigan alumna who
graduated from the Georgetown University
Law Center in 1973, Segal previously was
senior mediator and director of employment dispute resolution services at
Endispute, Inc. (now JAMS/Endispute),
a national dispute resolution firm. She also
has served as Massachusetts' deputy

Civil right or sellout?
Panelists discuss "Same-Sex Marriage: Civil Right or Sellout?" during a forum
on the subject held at the Law School last spring. From left are David Chambers,
Wade H. McCree, Jr., Collegiate Professor of Law; Ann Arbor attorney Helen
Gallagher; Russ Ballant; visiting scholar Gabor Halmai, Chief Counsel to the
Constitutional Court of Hungary and a member of the faculty of law at the
University of Budapest; and Adjunct Lecturer in Law Paula Ettelbrick, former
Executive Director of the Lambda Legal Defense Fund.
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attorney general, as general counsel for
Massachusetts' Executive Office of Transportation and Construction and as legal
director of the NOW Legal Defense and
Education Fund.
For more information, contact the
Office of Public Service, 313 .64 7.3256.

• Landmines and Development:
Legislating for a Sustainable
Future, Winter 1997.
A one-day followup to last spring's
highly successful international development symposium "Making Development
Work Without Forgetting the Poor: ReThinking Our Common Future." The oneday program will include a keynote
speaker and panel discussion.
"Every twenty minutes, someone,
somewhere steps on one of the more than
100 million landmines littering some 64
countries throughout the world," says the
conference sponsor, the Michigan Law and
Development Society (MLDS). "In one of
the world's most heavily mined countries,
Cambodia, landmines kill and maim 300
people each month. The impact of
landmines and unexploded ordinance is
felt most heavily in developing countries,
where the risk of injury or death prevents
fields from being reclaimed for farming
and stalls the development process as
resources are poured into the tedious and
seemingly endless task of de-mining and
the long-term expense of treating, rehabilitating and re-training the injured."
MLDS says the conference will explore
"both the legal issues involved and the
interests - business, military and humanitarian - behind them, as well as the
impact of landmines on the economic
development of those countries most
affected by landmines."
For more information, contact the
Michigan Law and Development Society,
313.761.7045, or e-mail to
MLDA@umich.edu.
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• Equal Access To Civil Justice:
Looking for Feasible, Justifiable
Reforms, Winter 1997.
"With an eye on the slow demise of the
Legal Services Corporation," leaders of the
Michigan journal of Law Reform have
fashioned a colloquy "to heighten awareness of the growing inequities in our
present system of privately funded justice,
to bring attention to the current political
debate, and to present a dialogue on the
status of, and the alternatives to, our
present system of rationing representation."
The symposium is designed to interest
law students and attorneys as well as
students and specialists in the fields of
public policy, public health, political
science and sociology. 'The budget cuts
affecting the Legal Services Corporation
generated a good deal of debate and
controversy," note the conference organizers. "This debate was not limited to the
legal profession."
For more information, contact the

University of Michigan journal of Law Refarm
313.763.2195 or 313.747.4081.

• Cyberspace and the
Constitution, Winter 1997.

speech should be prohibited; the tension
between the marketplace of ideas and
rights of exclusivity granted through
copyright and trademark laws; and
whether privacy rights protect e-mail and
other electronic records from unreasonable
searches and seizures."
Among panel topics for the symposium: intellectual property rights and the
First Amendment, issues related to the

search and seizure of electronic information, and evaluating legal and technological
bars to undesirable content.
Articles from the conference will go
online and MTTLR will put highlights of
panel discussions on the Internet in
transcript and "real audio" formats .
For more information, contact the

Michigan Telecommunications and Technology
Law Review, 313.764.4181.

Those interested who missed the Symposium on Women's International
Human Rights last fall at the Law School can tune in and hear speakers like
keynoter Donna Sullivan, of the Women and the Law Project, Jeff Meer of the
U.S. State Department and Jane Olson of Human Rights Watch.
The conference is going into RealAudio, which you can call up on
your computer via the Internet at the Law School's audio page, at
http://www.law.umich.edu/audio/. Your computer must have access to the
Internet, a World Wide Web browser such as Netscape, and RealAudio Player
software. Your computer also must be able to "hear" sounds, i.e., have a sound
card and speakers.
Conference topics include "The Beijing Conference in Perspective," "Violence
Against Women," "Effects of War and Occupation Upon Women," "Confronting
Female Genital Mutilation: Asylum as Remedy?" and "Economic and Political
Empowerment of Women."
Jessica Neuwirth of Equality Now was opening speaker and Susan Davis of
We Do was closing speaker. Professor Catharine A. MacKinnon of the Law School
also was a speaker.
The program, held Nov. 4, 1995, was sponsored by the Women Law Students
Association and the journal of Gender and Law and addressed points raised at the
Fourth World Conference on Women in China earlier last year.

Marketplace of ideas or forum for folly
or worse? The Internet and World Wide
Web are substantially changing the way
that we communicate and are raising new
questions about some of our ancient rights.
'The most contentious debates involve the
constitutional freedoms of speech and
press, freedom against unreasonable
searches and seizures, privacy rights, and
privilege against self-incrimination," says

Michigan Telecommunications and Technology
Law Review (MTTLR). "Underlying these
debates is the extent to which the government should regulate the material streaming through the Internet. While these
debates have raged in the popular media
and on Internet bulletin boards, the courts
and Congress are only now beginning to
address the regulation of obscenity, hate
speech, and threats made over the Internet;
whether other forms of 'unprotected'

Ethics and responsibility Bridge Week in March focused on ethics and professional responsibility, with programs and classes on
topics like the lawyer-client relation, ethics of attorneys fees, ethics and defense counsel and conflicts of
interest. Above, panelists prepare for a plenary session on adversary ethics. From left, panelists include:
David Baum, ].D. '89, Special Assistant to the Associate Dean for Student Services and former Assistant U.S.
Attorney in Washington, D.C.; Assistant Professor of Law Heidi Li Feldman; Kent Syverud, Associate Dean
for Academic Affairs and Professor of Law; Assistant Professor of Law Peter Hammer; and Professor of Law
David L. Chambers III. Sponsored by the Keck Foundation, the week's program was organized by Syverud,
Steven Pepe, adjunct lecturer and Chief Magistrate of Washtenaw County, and Charles Silver, Professor of
Law, University of Texas. A special part of the week was a negotiation/dispute resolution simulation made
possible by alumnus Thomas Ford,].D. '49.
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Susan Kalb Weinberg, J.D. '88,
heads Career Services Office

Nancy Krieger will head
alumni initiative
Nancy Krieger, longtime director of the law School's
placement and career services office, and a friend, mentor and
job-hunting guru to generations of graduates, is turning her
hand to working with alumni throughout the country.
Krieger has been named director of alumni programs, a new
initiative of the law School's development and alumni relations
arm, and is beginning her duties by concentrating on forming
Michigan law Alumni Clubs in cities across the country.
'Tm excited about the chance to help form these groups and to get re-acquainted with many of the now-practicing
attorneys and others whom I knew as students," Krieger says.
"I well remember my days as a student, and the sense of
nerves we all had around Room 200," recalls Dean Jeffrey
Lehman. "Nancy's gentle, reassuring manner - her steady and
sincere confidence that things were all going to be just fine for
us - helped us to keep our sanity, and probably made us
better job candidates as well."
"As I have traveled around the country, I have been overwhelmed by the depth of affection that our graduates hold for
Nancy Krieger," Lehman says. "For these graduates, there could
be no greater evidence of our commitment to revitalizing and
expanding our alumni programs than Nancy's agreement to
spearhead this effort."
Krieger began her new duties July 15. Eventually, she says,
she expects to act as liaison between graduates and the law
School and to coordinate law School support of a broad range
of alumni activities and programs.
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law School graduate Susan
Kalb Weinberg, JD. '88, has
been appointed director of the
Office of Career Services,
replacing longtime placement
director Nancy Krieger.
"Nancy Krieger, my predecessor, (who moved to law
School Alumni Relations this
summer to concentrate on
establishing Michigan law
Alumni clubs), spent a great
deal of time with me during the
spring to get me up to speed on
past practices, many of which
I recall from my own law
student days," says Weinberg.
"Now the members of the
Career Services staff and I are
busy implementing new
programs and services for the
fall. I hope to have a new fulltime counselor here in the
immediate future - and that is
just the beginning.
"We are adding access to
telephone, photocopying and
fax for students right in the
Career Services office. With
e-mail and Internet access to
the law School's World Wide
Web page, I hope that we can
begin to increase our services to
alumni. All of us are committed
to working with Michigan law
students and graduates
throughout their careers."
The reach isn't quite from
cradle to grave, but the law
School is ready to help students
and graduates with career
decisions and job search
strategies throughout their
professional lives, Weinberg
says. "Career Services is much
more than 'placement' and

arranging on-campus interviews and posting job openings," Weinberg says.
Career development "is
really a life-long process," she
says. You must know yourself
well enough to make the
choices that are right for you.
That is important for a law
student trying to land a
position through an on-campus
interview, as well as for an
experienced attorney trying to
move from one position to
another within the working
world.
At Wayne State University
law School, where Weinberg
directed the career services
program for nearly five years
before coming to Michigan law
School, she launched student
and alumni newsletters not
only to publicize job openings,
but also to acquaint students
and graduates with market
trends, assist them in developing their job search skills and
to make them aware of internships, fellowships and special
programs as well as to provide
information about nontraditional or alternative careers.
She also started a telephone
jobs hotline and helped
develop the law school's Web
page as a career information
resource.
Years ago, graduates used
the "Placement Office" to be
"placed" in what often was a
career-long setting, Weinberg
says. "Now there is much more
movement from one position to
another. Some of this is a
natural byproduct of our more
mobile society, as well as the
large number of two-career
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couples and changes in the
legal market. But other career
changes result from individual
unhappiness and discontent I'm not certain how much of
this is inherent in the type of
work, or how much is because
the students and graduates
were not aware of what they
were actually going to do
'when they grew up' and began
working. "
"I do think there has to be
some more description, more
reality, more real life brought
into career planning," she says
of students' preparation for
their professional working
lives. "As the Office of Career

Services, not the Placement
Office, we can be a tremendous
resource to students and
graduates not only by providing them with leads on jobs,
but by helping them develop
excellent job search skills and
strategies and by helping them
identify what it is they really
want to do."
More than ever, Weinberg
says, law students and graduates need to know themselves,
their values, their strengths and
weaknesses, as well as likes and
dislikes beforehand, and not
learn them (often to their
dismay) on the job. The better
the match between a graduating student and the position,
the greater the chance that that
lawyer will be happy with his
or her choice.

How do students find out
such things about themselves?
"I hope to add a component of
personal assessment and
analysis," Weinberg answers.
Instruments such as the MyersBriggs Type Inventory and
Kiersey Temperment Sorter
can give students insight into
themselves and the kinds of
career opportunities that will
be the most personally and
professionally fulfilling for
them. They also will learn how
to be more successful law
students.
As the spouse of a pediatrician and the mother of two her younger son was born at
the end of her second year of
law school- Weinberg says
"the two-career couple and
family is something I'm really

comfortable talking about with
students." She also has worked
as a French and Spanish
teacher, art museum administrator and a practicing attorney
-"so I am very interested in
working with career changers."
She's also sensitive to the
discomfort and frustration that
working lawyers may feel about
job hunting from their offices,
a problem that she hopes to
ease by providing career
services assistance via fax,
e-mail and over the Internet
through the Law School's
Web page. She expects to be
working with more Law School
alumni in the future and says
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that new electronic technology can be a boon to working
job hunters.
'The Director of the Office
of Career Services at the
University of Michigan Law
School is my dream job," says
Weinberg. 'The opportunity
to assist our students and
graduates in charting their
career paths is incredibly
challenging and exciting. I am
certain that working in
conjunction with Rob Precht
and Susan Guindi of the
Office of Public Service we
can create wonderful new
resources for Michigan
students and graduates."
Weinberg's bachelor's
degree in history of art and
French with a secondary
teaching certificate and
master's degree in history of
art and museum practices are
also from the University of
Michigan. She was an
associate with Clark, Klein &:
Beaumont in Detroit, where
she specialized in health law,
intellectual property, and
computer law. She is active in
the National Association for
Law Placement, currently
serving as regional co-chair of
the Electronic Communication Committee, the student
services section of the
Association of American Law
Schools, and the ABA's
Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar.
She is a member of the
American Bar Association,
State Bar of Michigan,
Washtenaw County Bar
Association, and Women
Lawyers Association of
Michigan.
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Orienting for service Incoming law students tum volunteers
to help with spring planting at Dawn
Farm, a facility near Ann Arbor for
substance abusers, during the service
day portion of orientation for the
Law School's 85 summer starter
students.Right, Rachel Chatman and
Megan Fitzpatrik help prepare the
garden. Other incoming students did
volunteer work at a senior housing
facility, the Ronald McDonald House
and a children's center. Top right,
buffet dinner speaker Rob Precht,
Director of the Law School's Office of
Public Service, tells the summer
starters about establishment of the Pro
Bono Students America/Great Lakes
program at the Law School. Precht
also related how University students
36 years ago followed up on ideas that
presidential candidate john F.
Kennedy voiced in an impromptu
2 a.m. speech at the Michigan Union
that led to formation of the Peace
Corps, "the preeminent public service
program of our century." Paraphrasing
Kennedy, Precht asked: "How many
of you are willing to spend time in a
poverty law office workingfor justice?
How many of you who are going to be
associates in law firms are willing to
spend a few hours of your time
writing wills for poor AIDS patients.
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Corporate lawyers and public
defenders , how many of you are
willing to work in a foreign countly to
help it attain basic due process
protections? How many of you are
willing to take a stand and redouble
your efforts workingfor an inclusive
society when someone scrawls a racist
message on the wall? On your
willingness to do this will depend the
answer whether we as a profession
can survive."
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Dean's Forum marks first anniversaryJohn F. Nickoll,].D. '60. president and co-CEO of The Foothill Group,
a commercial lender, talks with Law School students and others
during the 10th Dean's Forum. Listening.from left, are law students
Marcus Williams , Tony Backos and Frederick Greco. The luncheon
gatherings bring together invited students with Law School graduates
who have succeeded in fields other than law. Nickoll's visit last April
marked completion of the first year of the exchanges.
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Heeding The WallLaw students turned a wall in
Hutchins Hall into a modern-day
billboard for a wide-ranging airing of
issues raised by the discussion of the
educational climate at the Law School
that was brought on by a racial
epithet being placed near an AfricanAmerican professor's office door last
spring. "The Wall," as it became
known, became a place of debate and
reflection as students and others
added their comments and passers by,
like, from left, law students Mya
Bronson, Scott Sonnenblick and Shari
Shepard, stopped to read. Shortly
after the incident occurred, Dean
Jeffrey Lehman appointed a committee
of faculty, students and staff members
to examine the educational
environment of the Law School. The
17-member committee, chaired by
Professor of Law and Women's
Studies Christina Whitman, says that
this fall it will turn to "developing an
ongoing mechanism for facultystudent communication, devising ways
in which faculty can be encouraged to
broaden the coverage in their courses
to include perspectives now ignored or
isolated for discussion, and assisting
the personnel committee in achieving
the goal of a more diverse faculty."
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